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Bertram 35
Boat Type: Cruiser

OVERVIEW

It&#39;s been over five decades since the 31 was released, but the legend can still be seen taking to the seas.

That&#39;s why our latest model, the Bertram 35, was built from that timeless foundation. With superior fishing

capabilities and the innovative luxuries expected of our brand, taking the helm makes you a modern day captain

driving the Bertram empire forward. 

The Bertram 35, which exudes the original 31&#39;s soul, incorporates a beamier, longer hull design allowing for a

spacious and comfortable interior. Projected to reach 40+ knots with twin 460-hp diesels. Engine access is through 2

engine boxes in the cockpit, which also doubles as mezzanine seating. It&#39;s customizable to be fully fish-rigged.



SPECIFICATIONS
Basic Information

Manufacturer: Bertram Boat Type: Cruiser

Model: 35 Hull Material: Fiberglass

Year: 2018 Hull Type: Deep Vee

Category: Power   

Dimensions & Weight

Length: 35.00 ft Draft - max: 2 ft 6 in - 0.76 meter

LOA: 35 ft 1 in - 10.69 meter Bridge Clearance: -

Beam: 12 ft 5 in - 3.79 meter Dry Weight: 20800 ft

Deadrise Aft: -   

Tank Capacities

Fuel Tank: 310 gallons - 1 tank(s) Holding Tank: -

Fresh Water Tank: 50 gallons - 1 tank(s)   

Accommodations

Total Cabins: - Crew Cabins: -

Total Berths: - Crew Berths: -

Total Sleeps: - Crew Sleeps: -

Total Heads: - Crew Heads: -

Captains Cabin: No   

FEATURES

Construction

Infused Vinyl ester Solid Glass hull bottom w/ Kevlar centerline and strake reinforcements, stuctural grid.

Interior Design

Each Bertram is designed and built by skilled craftsmen who are boaters themselves, so even the smallest details

are taken into account. Every component is intentionally chosen and materials, colors, and finishes are hand-

selected to create a timeless, elegant design both inside and out.

The spacious, comfortable interior is as practical as it is beautiful. Ample storage above and below deck means the

35 can accommodate our Bertram families and fishing crew wherever they go.

On deck you&#39;ll be met by an optimized console layout and easy-to-access engine room. Equipped exclusively

by powerful CAT diesels, you&#39;ll never fall short on performance.
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